Ethics Certificate Spring 2017 Courses*
*does not include Special Topics courses, feel free to make your case for study abroad courses

**Philosophical Ethics**

AMES 176S/ RELIGION 211S
Religion and Culture in Korea
ARTS&SCI 275/ CLST 275/ ETHICS 275/ HISTORY 234/ POLSCI 211
Democracy: Ancient and Modern
ECON 361/ PHIL 246/ POLSCI 331
Prisoner's Dilemma and Distributive Justice
EDUC 101
Social and Philosophical Foundations of Education
ETHICS 111S
The Examined Life
ETHICS 253S
Pursuit of Purpose: Exploring What to Be and Why
ETHICS 270/ ICS 271/ PHIL 270
Business Ethics: The Debate Over Corporate Social Responsibility
ETHICS 315S
Ethics and Philosophy of Sport
HISTORY 166S/ ICS 166S
Gateway Seminar - Anarchism and its Discontents
ICS 267/ POLSCI 386
Theories of Liberal Democracy
PHIL 163D
Ethics for Robertson Scholars
PHIL 218
Philosophical Issues in Medical Ethics
PHIL 263
Chinese Philosophy
POLSCI 175D
Introduction to Political Philosophy
POLSCI 245
American Constitutional Development and Interpretation I: The Constitutional Structure
POLSCI 347
Globalization and Domestic Politics
POLSCI 352S
U.S. Policy in the Middle East
POLSCI 363
International Human Rights in World Politics
PUBPOL 270
Political Participation and Leadership
PUBPOL 283
Ethics in an Unjust World
PUBPOL 302D
Policy Choice as Value Conflict
SOCIOL 180
Society, the Self, and the Natural World
SOCIOL 222
Punishment and Society

Cross-Cultural Ethical Traditions
AAAS 246/ LSGS 316/ SOCIOL 316
Comparative Race and Ethnic Studies
AAAS 251/ CULANTH 208/ ICS 329
The Anthropology of Race
AMES 219S
Civil Society and Civic Engagement in the Arab World: Theories and Practices
AMES 286S/ ICS 389S/ RELIGION 328S
Buddhism and Sexuality
ARTS&SCI 380/ CULANTH 203/ EDUC 239/ LIT 380/ POLSCI 371/ SOCIOL 339
Marxism and Society
CULANTH 104D/ ICS 113D/ PUBPOL 162D
Introduction to Human Rights: Gateway for the Human Rights Certificate
CULANTH 205/ LINGUIST 205
The Law and Language
CULANTH 214S/ HISTORY 215S/ ICS 256S/ RELIGION 213S
Shamanism and Spirit Possession
CULANTH 216S/ ETHICS 262S/ ICS 244S
Global Migration and Ethics
CULANTH 218S/ GLHLTH 220S
Anthropology and Global Health
CULANTH 234S/ EDUC 234S
Anthropology and Education
EDUC 277S/ ETHICS 277S/ GLHLTH 277S/ PUBPOL 274S/ RUSSIAN 277S
Medical Ethics, Aging, and End of Life Care in the US
ETHICS 301S/ ICS 317S/ POLSCI 341S/ PUBPOL 311S
Business and Human Rights Advocacy Lab
GLHLTH 101
Fundamentals of Global Health
GLHLTH 210/ ICS 397/ PUBPOL 330
Global Health Ethics: Interdisciplinary Perspectives
HISTORY 297/ JEWISHST 342/ POLSCI 262/ RELIGION 342
The Holocaust
HISTORY 478S
Capstone Seminar: Race and Power in World History
HUMANDEV 224/ PSY 235/ SOCIOL 224
Human Development
HUMANDEV 260/ PSY 236/ SOCIOL 260
Psychosocial Aspects of Human Development
JEWISHST 271/ RELIGION 271
Sex and Gender in the Hebrew Bible
LINGUIST 409S/ SPANISH 409S
Identity and Linguistic Rights in the Spanish Speaking Americas
PUBPOL 263
Border Crossing: Leadership, Value Conflicts, and Public Life
RELIGION 101
Introduction to Religious Studies
RELIGION 352
The Life and Letters of Paul
SOCIOL 263
Aging and Health

Ethics in Historical Perspective
AAAS 133S/ AMES 187S/ HISTORY 183S/ ICS 183S
Gateway Seminar: Civil Rights and Asian Americans
AMES 327/ CULANTH 256/ HISTORY 210/ MEDREN 268/ RELIGION 375
Islamic Civilization I
AMES 386S/ RELIGION 327S
Tibetan Buddhism: Culture, Ethics, Philisophy, and Practice
AMI 286/ GERMAN 286/ HISTORY 255/ LIT 286
German History Through Film
CULANTH 243/ ICS 325
Culture and Politics in Latin America
ECON 305/ HISTORY 305/ ICS 305
History of International Financial and Monetary Crises
ECON 345
Urban Economics

EDUC 303S/ PUBPOL 340S
De/Re/Segregation in Education: A Case of Back to the Future?

ENERGY 364/ ENVIRON 366/ GERMAN 364/ HISTORY 250
Green Germany: World Leader in Environmental Policy

ENGLISH 355/ ISS 307/ MEDREN 347/ VMS 347
Idealistic Nature: The Literature, Philosophy, and Cognition of Ecology

ENVIRON 212/ PUBPOL 275
United States Environmental Policy

HISTORY 112/ SXL 116
Sexual Pleasure in the Modern World

HISTORY 114D/ PUBPOL 116D
Introduction to the History of War, Military, and Society

HISTORY 175S
Gateway Seminar - The United States and the World

HISTORY 247/ MEDREN 272
British Isles in the Middle Ages

HISTORY 260/ MEDREN 287
Magic, Religion, and Science since 1400

HISTORY 262/ RUSSIAN 352
End of Russian Socialism: History of Perestroika

HISTORY 344/ PUBPOL 344
History of U.S. Social Movements

HISTORY 345/ ICS 340/ PUBPOL 278
North American Environmental History

HISTORY 363
History of Capitalism in the United States

HISTORY 375/ PUBPOL 205
United States Foreign Policy I: From World War II to Vietnam War
HISTORY 470S
Capstone Seminar: Leadership in American History
HISTORY 483S
Capstone Seminar: History of Torture
I&E 373 / PJMS 373 / PUBPOL 373
Intellectual Property: Law, Policy, and Practice
JEWISHST 145 / RELIGION 145
The Old Testament/Hebrew Bible
SOCIOL 265
Drug Use and Abuse: Getting High in the United States

Ethics in Literature and Arts

AAAS 226 / HISTORY 313
Crime and the City from Dickens to The Wire
AMES 218 / AMI 272 / CULANTH 273 / DOCST 274 / POLSCI 273 / VMS 273
The Middle East Through Film
AMES 221
Arab Society and Culture in Film
AMES 258 / RELIGION 279
Gandhi: Image and Reflection
AMES 320S / DOCST 321S
Refugee Lives: Violence, Culture, and Identity
AMES 341S / AMI 263S / JEWISHST 266S / LIT 263S
Screening the Holocaust: Jews, WWII, and the World Cinema
AMI 429S
Historical Documentary Production
ARTHIST 334 / CLST 354 / VMS 334
Roman Spectacle
ARTHIST 384
Art of the United States
CULANTH 347T/ HISTORY 340T/ PUBPOL 340T
Memory Bandits: Human Rights, Duke's History and a Plan to Expand History-Telling
DO CST 224S/ EDUC 244S/ VMS 207S
Children's Self Expression: Literacy Through Photography
EDUC 259S/ WRITING 259S
Student Activism, Storytelling, and Community Change
ENGLISH 235/ MEDREN 330/ THEATRST 222
Shakespeare
ENGLISH 319S/ ETHICS 320S
Narrative and Moral Crisis
ENGLISH 337/ MEDREN 332/ THEATRST 337
Shakespeare After 1600
ENGLISH 338S/ MEDREN 337S
Milton
ETHICS 259/ PJMS 317/ PUBPOL 317
News as Moral Battleground
GERMAN 261S/ MEDREN 205S
The Vikings and Their Literature
GSF 401/ LIT 430/ PUBPOL 315
Gender and the Law
HISTORY 244/ RELIGION 261
Medieval Christianity in Film and Fiction
HISTORY 273S/ SPANISH 431S
The Spanish Civil War: History, Literature, and Popular Culture
LIT 281/ RELIGION 281
American Apocalypse: Beat Generation Spirituality
PJMS 388S/ PUBPOL 368S
Journalism and War: Covering International Conflicts
RELIGION 350S
Non-Canonical Gospels
RUSSIAN 351S/ THEATRST 351S
Directing Chekhov
WRITING 165S

Ethics of Contemporary Issues
AAAS 312/ CULANTH 312/ PUBPOL 333
War and Public Health in Africa
AAAS 333S/ CULANTH 333S
The Wire
AAAS 343/ CULANTH 342/ LATAMER 343/ SOCIOL 343
Displacements: Migration and Human Trafficking
AAAS 409
Surviving Globalization: The Global South and the Development Imagination
AEROSCI 402S
Defense Studies
BIOLOGY 431S/ EVANTH 431S
Human Embryology: Reproductive Biology in the 21st Century
CESC 201S/ EDUC 201S/ POLSCI 213S/ PUBPOL 206S
Introduction to Engaged Citizenship and Social Change
COMPSCI 92L/ ISS 101L
Technical and Social Analysis on Information and the Internet
COMPSCI 342S
Technical and Social Analysis on Information and the Internet
CULANTH 302
Fieldwork Methods: Cultural Analysis and Interpretation
CULANTH 347S/ EDUC 347S/ HISTORY 334S/ PUBPOL 350/ SOCIOL 324S
The University as a Culture: A Survivor's Guide
CULANTH 424/ GLHLTH 321/ ICS 424
Medical Anthropology
ECON 247S/ THEATRST 310S/ VMS 329S
Non-Profit Cultural Institutions
ECON 334/ PUBPOL 331
Health Economics
ECON 433
The Economics of Wages and Employment
EDUC 240/ PSY 240
Educational Psychology
EDUC 420
Elementary Education: Internship
EDUC 496S
Secondary School Issues: Pedagogy, Culture, and Methods
EDUC 497S
Seminar in Secondary School Teaching
ENVIRON 214S
Ethical Challenges in Environmental Conservation
ENVIRON 305S
A Social Impact Analysis
ENVIRON 350S / PUBPOL 250S
Marine Science and Conservation Leadership
ETHICS 269/ NEUROSCI 267/ PHIL 353/ PSY 278
Neuroethics
EVANTH 359S
Primate Conservation
GLHLTH 306
Global Health Policy: Transforming Evidence into Action
GLHLTH 373
Global Health Research & Ethics
HUMANDEV 450S
Capstone Seminar in Human Development
KOREAN 455S
Korean Politics and Society: Academic Reading and Writing
MILITSCI 102SL
Adaptive Leadership
MILITSCI 202SL
Leadership Development and Teambuilding
MILITSCI 302SL
Applied Leadership
MILITSCI 402SL
Organizational Command and Control
NEUROSCI 499/ PSY 499
Current Research in Neuroscience
PJMS 361S/ PUBPOL 361S
Algorithms, Journalism and the Public Interest
POLSCI 201
Public Opinion
PSY 412S
Psychology of Criminal Behavior
PSY 425
The Psychology of Consumers
PUBPOL 265
Enterprising Leadership
SOCIOL 110D
Sociological Inquiry
SOCIOL 219
Juvenile Delinquency
STA 470S
Introduction to Statistical Consulting